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MESSAGE

My best wishes to all the teachers on this occasion of 'Teachers Day'
being celebrated on the occasion of Dr. sarvepalli Radhakrishnan's birthday, an
eminent visionary, educationist and a revered political leader.
Being a unique residential system, our responsibllity as teacher extends
beyond classroom interaction, in the tradition of Guru-Shishya Parampara. We
are committed to provide quality academic environment to ensure development
of required skills among the talented children to the extent of potential of
respective child. In this journey of "Lighting of a Fire" in the brilliant minds in the
Vidyalayas, the role of a teacher and his / her contributions are much more as
compared to their counterparts. I am proud on this occasion to say that entire
success of children, who are in the society in varlous capacities goes to our
teachers who have exerted their full energy with dedicated efforts ln nurturing
the talent of children in Navodaya Vidyalayas. You are not just doing the duty of
'filling of a pail' but contributing to ignite the minds of talented children. This is
the day to recognize your contribution in providing dedicated & disciplined
citizens to the country. We, the Samiti, are really proud of you and your
achievement.

No doubt working in Navodaya Vidyalayas is a very hard job, but I am
happy to express that our teachers have taken this with a high degree of
enthusiasm and with joyful attitude. I expect every teacher to innovate and try
new methods of interacting with the children to purposefully carry forward
learning experiences. I assure all of you for best facilitation and respect from
Samiti.

My respects on this occasion to all dedicated teachers who continue to
carry their enthusiasm for the welfare of the children.
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